PROFFESIONAL AIR DUCT CLEANING EQUIPMENT
ROTOBRUSH BRUSHBEAST INTERNATIONAL FEATURES
ROTOBRUSH CONCEPT
Rotobrush is an all-in-one air duct cleaning system
combining brush cleaning and vacuum in one unit.
It allows you to clean air ducts using one machine
only.

4 VACUUM MOTORS
The BrushBeast is the most powerful Rotobrush
system yet. With a 90% increase in vacuum power,
the BrushBeast can remove even the heaviest build
up within air duct systems. Seperately from the
vacuums the unit is equipped with 450 RPM motor
responsibile for brush rotation.

FORWARD THINKING DESIGN
The BrushBeast has been designed for ease-of-use.
The sloped sides allow for the hose to be easily
coiled around the pod to ensure the BrushBeast is
easy to maneuver throughout any premises. Its
sleek design allows for maximum efficiency while
accessing hard to reach spaces.

HOSE AND BRUSH SYSTEM

BrushBeast SPECIFICATIONS

With 450 rpm’s of power, even the heaviest of
debris doesn’t stand a chance against the
BrushBeast. The rotating cable is enclosed within
the hose, so it can be used with every type of air
duct application, including flexible duct work! The
powerful vacuum system quickly collects the debris
which are not released back into the air. This
combination ensures your customers air ducts are
professionally cleaned every time.

Pod weight

26,76kg

Pod w/h

34,29 x 63,5 cm

Carrier weight

18,14kg

Carrier w/h

57,15 x 69,85cm

Pod & carrier w/h with
handle

57,15 x 76,20 cm

TYPICAL APPLICATION

Brush Motor

450 RPM: 110-230V

HEPA Filtration

99,97% down to 0.3
microns

Power requirements

2,9kW main power
1,9kW additional motors

Medical facilities, Office Buildings, Hotels, Petrol
Stations, Gyms, Schools / Universities, City halls,
Private houses and many more. You can easily
clean ventilation ducts measuring from 80x80 to
550x550cm and even larger both rectangular and
round.

BRUSHBEAST PACKAGES STARTING FROM € 7150

www.rotobrush.eu
+48 504 778 714
artur.bargiel@euroair.pl

